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Abstract

The advances in complex statistics and machine learning methods lead to the devel-
opment of powerfull classifiers that can be used to recognize cellular states, (such
as gene expression profiles) that are associated to a number of gene-scale expressed
diseases, for instance, cancer. However, the data-driven models built by means
of learning from datasets mostly represent ”black boxes” that cannot be easily
analysed and understood. On the other hand, a lot of modelling efforts in systems
biology are directed towards constructing highly detailed large models for the
closer connection to the real life picture. Meanwhile, for the better comprehension
of the phenomena, also, a complementary higher abstraction level modeling that
captures relations only between the key elements of the larger model, is needed.
Recently, there was suggested a method for translating large bio-molecular network
models into so-called logicome, a small boolean network reflecting activation
conditions between key nodes of the large network. In this article, we suggest a
method for building a data-driven logicome. I.e., the method for building a set
of small boolean expressions as classifiers for disjoint groups of samples from a
microarray dataset. We validate our method on the microarray dataset of Head and
neck/Oral squamous cell carcinoma, where our boolean classifiers presented a set
of gene activity/inactivity combinations that are characteristic for various cancer
sub-types and normal samples. Our findings correlate well with the literature.
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1 Introduction

We develop a method for deriving boolean logic classifiers from microarray data
series.

Nowadays, there has been already collected an overwhelming amount of di-
verse genome and molecular-scale information as well as clinical data on cancers
and other genetic-related diseases. On one hand, abundance of the data helps to
increase our understanding about the disease. On the other hand, large amount of
unstructured data represents a great challenge to be interpreted and comprehended.
Complex statistics and machine learning methods provide means to build data-
driven models that can be used as classifiers that recognize biological or clinical
samples to belong to certain categories, like disease or healthy cell-lines. However,
in most cases those models are constructed as “black boxes” without comprehen-
sible internal structure that can be understood. In other words, the data-driven
models built by means of machine learning methods will tell what samples belong
to what groups, but will not tell exactly why. The goal of our work is to provide a
method that can “answer” in a simple manner why a sample should belong to a
certain group. The answer will be provided in terms of Boolean logic.

Systems biology deals with understanding of the functionalities of a living cell
and of deviations in cellular functions that lead to diseases. For instance, there have
been many studies on constructing Boolean logic models for various biological
phenomena. For example, in [6, 17, 28] there was established correspondence
between Boolean networks and ODE-based models. Some data-driven Boolean
logic model building methods were suggested in [1, 31].

Some of the studies from above mainly focus on approaches where the full
understanding of the biological aspects of the phenomenon of interest is required.
However, even though highly detailed models can provide a realistic life picture,
sometimes, it can be difficult to analyze and reason about the large models. Hereby,
studies in [26] aimed at obtaining a higher-abstraction level of understanding of
biological systems starting from existing “larger” models. In particular, the goal of
that work was in deriving a simple logical description of the activation conditions
between the “key nodes” of a bio-model under study. As the result, [26] presented
a method for translating a highly detailed large biological model in form of a bio-
molecular (signaling pathway) pathway into a relatively small Boolean network
(so-called logicome) representing activation relations between the key nodes as
logic relations. A biological model presented in the form of the logicome should
be easier to comprehend and reason about. In this article, we advance further with
the idea from [26] of developing high-level comprehensible Boolean logic based
models for biological phenomena. Here, we develop a simple method for deriving
logical relations between key/significant elements associated to certain categories
of samples from microarray gene expression data. Those relations should provide
a simple explanation in terms of logical formulas in disjunctive normal form on
why certain samples belong to certain categories.
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We applied our method to the small set of genes derived from a set of 11
significant genes that are highly differentially expressed genes between cancer
and normal cell lines. We have selected as the case studies head and neck/oral
squamous cell carcinoma (HNOSCC) microarray datasets from studies in [11].
We have selected four sample categories from [11]: oral tongue squamous cell
carcinoma, samples in squamous cell carcinoma of the oral cavity and oropharynx,
head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, and normal cell lines. We have derived for
each of these categories boolean formulas representing their characteristic patterns
of gene expression profiles. We have validated our findings against well known gene
expression patterns associated to head and neck cancer [7–9,20–25,27,29,30,32,34]
that agree with the discovered boolean expressions associated to cancer cell lines.
In the same time, we have derived a number of gene expression patterns that have
not been discovered so far.

For the effectiveness of our method and in order to reduce our analysis to the
small set of genes that are significant for head and neck cancer, we have identified
11 highly differentially expressed genes between cancer and normal cell lines with
GEO tools [4]. In our methodology we employ multinomial logistic regression to
find small subsets of genes that satisfies accuracy threshold. We proceed with these
subsets and derive boolean logic classifier in distinctive normal form for each of
the four categories with terms corresponding to genes from these subsets.

2 Methodology

In this section we describe methods that are used in our study. Firstly, we present a
formal definition of the classification method used in this paper, i.e., multinomial
logistic regression (MLR), then we describe our approach for deriving a unique
Boolean expression (we call it boolean signature) corresponding to each category
of samples.

2.1 Multinomial Logistic Regression

Multinomial logistic regression (MLR) is a classification method used to measure
the relationship between a category distributed dependent variable and one or
more independent variables. When building an MLR model, it is assumed that the
categories (clusters) are mutually exclusive, i.e., a sample belongs to exactly one
cluster, for more information see [18].

2.1.1 Accuracy of The Model

For any given classifier and any given sample Y , there are four possible classifica-
tion outcomes:
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– if Y belongs to cluster C and it is classified as such, we denote it as a true
positive (TP),

– if Y belongs to cluster C and it is classified in a different cluster, we denote
it as a false negative (FN),

– if Y does not belong to cluster C and it is classified as such, we denote it as
a true negative (TN),

– if Y does not belong to cluster C and it is classified in C, we denote it as a
false positive (FP).

Accuracy are calculated in terms of TP, TN, FN and FP.

Accuracy = TN + TP
TN+TP+FN+FP

Accuracy is the proportion of true results, whether it means belonging to the
right cluster or not belonging to the wrong cluster. For more detailed information
we refer to [35, 36]

2.2 Inferring Boolean Signatures
In the following, we describe Algorithm 2.1 that gives minimal size subset from
the set of predictor variables (genes) G and Algorithm 2.2 that is applied on the
selected minimal size subset to derive a boolean signature for each category.

2.2.1 Reducing the set of predictor variables

In order to generate the signature to be as simple as possible yet accurate, our
goal here is to reduce the size of G in such a way that the accuracy of MLR is not
compromised.

Algorithm 2.1. Let Mod be the multinomial logistic regression (MLR) model for
gene expression matrix M , A its predictive accuracy, and G the set of predictor
variables and T an accuracy threshold. Let us take the following steps:

Step 1 Enumerate all 2|G| subsets of G,

Step 2 For all S ⊆ G, train its corresponding MLR,MS and calculate its predictive
accuracy denoted by AS , where |S| ≥ ms, 1 ≤ ms ≤ |G|,

Step 3 Collect all Sm ⊆ G such that ASm = max{ASi
| Si ⊆ G and |Si| = m}

Step 4 Output(minimal size subset Sml
) where Sml

∈ {Sm | ms ≤ m ≤ |G|}
with ASml

≥ T .
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2.2.2 Boolean signature

In our approach the minimal size subset obtained from the Algorithm 2.1, is further
analyzed to derive Boolean signature for each category.

The boolean signature is derived as follows:

Algorithm 2.2. Let MB be the binarized gene expression matrix of expression
matrix M generated for subset of genes S ⊆ G, let C = {C1, . . . , Ck} be the
set of disjoint categories (clusters) of samples from M , Pr be the probability
threshold and covg be the coverage threshold. The probability threshold Pr for
a binary values combination frequency is the lower border for combinations to
be considered as “frequent”. The covg threshold for binary values combination
frequency indicates the border below which we consider binary combinations as
“insignificant”. We recall here, that for each category we select its frequent (defined
by Pr) significant (defined by covg) binary combinations that we use to derive the
disjunctive normal form:

Step 1 Consider set TS of all the binary values combinations of genes from S in
MB, where S ⊆ G.

Step 2 Frequency of occurrence: For each combination of binary values from
cj ∈ TS , count the number of its occurrences in every category Ci ∈ C,
divide it by |Ci|, denote it by N i

cj
where 1 ≤ j ≤ 2|S|. Intuitively, N i

cj

denotes the frequency of occurrence of combination cj in in category Ci.

Step 3 Maximal frequency of occurrence: Find N i
C =

max{N i
c1 , N

i
c2 . . . N

i
c2|S|
}. In other words, N i

C is the frequency of
the most occurring combination in category Ci.

Step 4 Representative combinations for a category: For Ci ∈ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
find the set
Ci = {cj ∈ Ci | max(Pr ∗ N i

C , covg) ≤ N i
cj
≤ N i

C}, 1 ≤ j ≤ |TS|. In
other words, here we select the representative combinations for a category
Ci, those combinations are significant enough (N i

cj
≥ covg) and are frequent

(N i
cj
≥ Pr ∗N i

C) in Ci.

Step 5 Deriving boolean signature: For every cj ∈ Ci, where cj =
(bg1, bg2, . . . , bg|S|) and bgl ∈ {0, 1} is a binarized expression value for a gene
gl ∈ S where 1 ≤ l ≤ |S|, we construct the conjunction of gene variables
associated to combination cj as follows: Bij = ( ∧

bgl==1
gl)∧( ∧

bgl==0
¬gl). For

the set of representative combinations Ci we construct the disjunctive normal
form (boolean classifier, boolean signature)BCi as follows: BCi = ∨

cj∈Ci

Bij .

I.e., BCi is the boolean signature of category Ci in the disjunctive normal
form.
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Step 6 OUTPUT: Output (Ci, Bi), for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

The outline of our methodology is presented in in the Figure 1.

Figure 1: Outline of the methodology

3 Case studies
We use nine microarray data series of head and neck/oral squamous cell carcinoma
(HNOSCC) from studies in [11] that are available at Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) database [2–4,14]. We explain the preprocessing of the microarray data and
obtaining the gene expression matrix, that we use to derive boolean expressions
associated with various categories of HNOSCC and with non-tumor cells.
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3.1 Samples
Studies in [11] consider 9 dataseries from GEO database [2–4, 14] with 675 sam-
ples in total: GSE6791, GSE9844, GSE30784, GSE31056, GSE2379, GSE3524,
GSE6631, GSE13601 and GSE23036. In [11] due to an unsupervised learning
method the samples were split in 22 categories out of which we have selected the
following 4 categories with 509 samples for our studies: 58 samples in oral tongue
squamous cell carcinoma (OTSCC), 189 samples in squamous cell carcinoma of
the oral cavity and oropharynx (OSCC), 98 samples in head and neck squamous
cell carcinoma (HNSCC), and 164 normal/control samples.

3.2 Microarray data
We get the microarray data from GEO in form of normalized probe signals as
sample data matrices (probe expression matrices). In a sample data matrix, the
rows correspond to probes and the columns correspond to samples. The data
series that we have selected for our studies contain genome-wide gene expression
profiling of head and neck/oral squamous cell carcinoma (HNOSCC) that was
measured by Affymetrix platform [10, 15]. The probe signals in these series were
normalized through Robust Multi-array Average technique, [19], GeneChip RMA
(GCRMA) [33], and Microarray Suite version 5.0 (MAS 5.0, Affymetrix, Inc.),
[5].

3.3 Data Preprocessing
For our case study, we performed differencial gene expression analysis on the
9 dataseries and selected 11 “significant genes” for further analysis. We have
generated gene expression matrix for the “significant genes”.

3.3.1 Gene expression matrix.

We have processed the selected GEO data series in our study by using Biocon-
ductor GEO Query R Library [10, 16]. We have transformed normalized probe
measurements into gene expression levels as follows:

– We have found mappings between sets of probes and their associated genes
for the respective affimetrix platforms by using an online web-tool DAVID
(Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery) [12],
GPL (GEO platform record) [4] and Affymetrix Human Genome U133 2.0
Array annotation data (hgu133plus2).

– We have considered the expression level for a gene to be the median of the
gene’s associated probes.

In the result, we have generated the gene expression matrix of approximately 25000
rows represented by gene symbols and columns by samples.
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3.3.2 Selecting a set of differentially expressed genes.

We have selected differentially expressed probes between control and all
cancer samples for each data series separately by means of GEO2R web-
tool [4] (URL: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/info/geo2r.
html). The differential gene/probe expression analysis was performed as in [13].
The result of differential gene/probe expression analysis for each data series is
collected as a table of probes ranked by their p-values. We have selected those
probes that satisfy the threshold of p-value ≤ 0.05. Then, for each dataset, we have
selected those genes that correspond to the probes with the p-value not exceeding
the threschold 0.05. We call these selected genes “significant genes”. Finally, we
took the intersection of significant genes from all the datasets and considered it
for our boolean signatures construction method. In particular, in the intersection
we have the following significant genes: MAL, LAPTM4B, HPGD, KRT4, EXT1,
AIM1, SPP1, MYO10, MYO1B, MMP1, MGST2.

3.3.3 Rescaling datasets gene expressions to the same level.

We extract the rows of these significant genes from the gene expressions matrix
that we have described above. We rescale gene expression values in the matrix
in order to bring expression levels for each gene for all samples from different
datasets to the same range. For each dataset D separately, for each sample S from
D and for every gene G, we have rescaled its expression value xG,S associated to
S to zG,S as follows:

zG,S = xG,S −mG,D

RG,D

,

where mG,D is the mean value of expressions of gene G for all the samples from
dataset D and RG,D is the range of expressions of gene G among all the samples of
D. I.e., RG,D = MAXG,D−MING,D, where MAXG,D (MING,D) is the highest
(the lowest, respectively) expression level for a gene G among all the samples from
dataset D.

3.3.4 Removing similar samples between different categories.

The goal of our methodology is to generate unique “boolean signatures” for dif-
ferent sample categories. Hereby, in order to increase the accuracy of our method,
we need to make sure that the samples in the categories are “different enough”.
We filter out those samples that have “near identical” gene expression profiles but
belong to different categories. We regard samples as vectors defined by their corre-
sponding gene expression profiles and employ euclidian distnace in vector space
as the closeness measurement between samples. We define a minimal distance
threschold ε under which we consider samples to be “near identical”. We calculate
ε as follows:

ε = C ×MAXNORM ,
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where MAXNORM is a maximal norm among all the vectors in our studies, and C
is a constant, which we have fixed in our studies to be C = 0.01. We did not find
any “near identical” samples between different categories according to this criteria
in our gene expression matrix.

The processed data are available at Github (https://github.com/
cpanchal/Dataset_Logicome.git)

3.4 Data analysis and results
We analysed the preprocessed gene expression data extracted for the significant
genes as follows:

– Randomly partitioned the data into training and validation set with the ratio
of 60 : 40.

– Enumerated all the possible subsets (size ≥ 3) of a set of significant genes
and extracted the data for each subset. We trained the MLR model on this
data and collected the predictive accuracies using the validation data.

– Collected the subset of genes with maximum accuracies from the subsets of
each size.

– From the collected subsets, picked a minimal size subset with accuracy
≥ 70%. That step rendered us a subset of genes of size 3.

– We derived “boolean identifiers (classifiers)” in the disjunctive normal form
for each category in terms of the selected minimal size subset of genes.

In our method the training and validation data are partitioned randomly, hence
we re-ran the algorithm 20 times and the results are collected for each run. The
rerunning of the algorithm yields different results or the result could be repeated.
The boolean signatures derived using the resultant subsets obtained in the different
run, are listed in the Table 1.

The boolean formulas in the Table 1 identify the categories Normal, OSCC,
OTSCC and HNSCC with different combination of genes. The down-regulated
gene is denoted with ‘′’ and genes without ‘′’ are upregulated. We can see in
the second boolean formulation, all the cancer categories are identified by the
same formula and in all cancer the gene KRT4 is down-regulated, MAL is down-
regulated and MMP1 is up-regulated. Whereas, for normal those genes are with
opposite regulations. These findings are inline with the studies reported in [23,
32], also these studies identify KRT4, MAL and MMP1 as most predictive bio-
markers for squamous cell carcinoma in cancer or normal samples. This boolean
formulation clearly differentiates between cancer and normal samples.

In our experiment, the upregulated gene MMP1 is found in four boolean
formulations and it is appeared as a potential bio-marker. This observation is inline
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with the study reported on cancer-specific genes in [9, 21, 23] where MMP1 is
considered as one of the promising and relevant genes for the study of HNOSCC
tumor cells. We verify the insights presented in Table 1 with the findings reported
from the different studies incorporated with gene expression profiling on head and
neck/ oral squamous cell carcinomas. Our observations on genes (MMP1,SPP1)
being up-regulated and genes (AIM1,KRT4,MAL) being down-regulated in the
cancer categories are consistent with study reported in [8]. Another finding that
confirms the AIM1 as downregulated in HNSCC is mentioned in [20]. The result
in [29] represents the genes (MYO10, MYO1B) and HPGD belongs to the top
up-regulated and down-regulated genes repectively in OTSCC which is inline
with our findings. Also MGST2 is down regulated in the category OSCC that is
confirmed in the studies [27] and [24]. We identify MYO1B as up-regulated in
the categories OSCC and HNSCC, and it is confirmed by the studies [7] and [25]
where MYO1B is considered as the most up-regulated genes in the same categories.
In our results HPGD is down-regulated gene in the categories OSCC and OTSCC,
this finding agrees with the results presented in [30] and [29]. The work reported
in [22] and [34], find the genes (KRT4, HPGD, MAL) amongs consistently down-
regulated genes in HNSCC and OTSCC respectively, the same behavior we observe
in our results also.

Besides the results reported in the Table 1 we discover some combinations of
genes for categories OSCC and OTSCC that are remains to be validated from the
literature. We discover for OSCC in the boolean formulation for the 1st subset in
the Table 1, the possibility for the gene MYO10 to be down regulated. Similar
observation for OSCC is found in the boolean formulation for the 3rd subset where
the genes SPP1 and AIM1 are found down-regulated and up-regulated respectively.
Moreover in the boolean formulation for the 5th subset in the Table 1, the result
shows the possibility of both genes MGST2 and AIM1 to be up-regulated for
OTSCC.

4 Discussion

Here, we propose a continuation of the direction initiated in [26], where logicome
building methods are suggested to be a companion to the bottom-up modeling
approaches. In [26], the authors suggested a way to generate a higher-level repre-
sentation of a network model in terms of boolean logic relations between key nodes
of the network. That logicome approach should allow the modeler to concentrate
on a selected set of significant network nodes and relations between them, while
abstracting from the rest of the model. Also, due to the fact that machine learning
and statistics approaches usually do not provide information about the internal
structure of the system under studies and relations between its components, but,
rather act as ”oracles” generating predictions and classifications, we decided to
come up with a method that would capture most representative patterns in the input
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No. Subset Boolean formula

1 (KRT4, MYO10, HPGD)

Normal = KRT4 ∗HPGD
OSCC = KRT4′ ∗ (MYO10′ +HPGD′)

OTSCC = KRT4′ ∗MYO10 ∗HPGD′

HNSCC = MYO10 ∗HPGD′

2 (KRT4, MAL, MMP1)

Normal = KRT4 ∗MAL ∗MMP1′

OSCC = KRT4′ ∗MAL′ ∗MMP1
OTSCC = KRT4′ ∗MAL′ ∗MMP1
HNSCC = KRT4′ ∗MAL′ ∗MMP1

3 (AIM1, SPP1, MMP1)

Normal = AIM1 ∗ SPP1′ ∗MMP1′

OSCC = MMP1 ∗ (AIM1′ ∗ SPP1 + AIM1 ∗ SPP1′)
OTSCC = MMP1 ∗ (AIM1′ ∗ SPP1 + AIM1 ∗ SPP1′)
HNSCC = AIM1′ ∗ SPP1

4 (KRT4, HPGD, SPP1)

Normal = KRT4 ∗HPGD ∗ SPP1′

OSCC = KRT4′ ∗HPGD′ ∗ SPP1
OTSCC = HPGD′ ∗ SPP1′

HNSCC = HPGD′ ∗ SPP1

5 (MGST2, AIM1, MMP1)

Normal = MGST2 ∗ AIM1 ∗MMP1′

OSCC = MGST2′ ∗MMP1
OTSCC = MMP1 ∗ (MGST2 ∗ AIM1 +MGST2′ ∗ AIM1′)
HNSCC = MGST2′ ∗ AIM1′ ∗MMP1

6 (HPGD, MYO1B, MMP1)

Normal = HPGD ∗MYO1B′ ∗MMP1′

OSCC = HPGD′ ∗MYO1B ∗MMP1
OTSCC = HPGD′ ∗MMP1
HNSCC = HPGD′ ∗MYO1B ∗MMP1

Table 1: Subsets and boolean formulations for each category: ‘∗’ denotes conjunc-
tion, ‘+’ denotes disjunction and ‘′’ denotes complement.

datasets for each of the clusters/categories and generate small and simple boolean
classifiers for them.

We present here a simple method for deriving boolean classifiers (signatures)
for all the categories of samples as small boolean expressions in disjunctive normal
form. Those signatures represent most occurring patterns in the respective sample
categories and can be based on to reason further about the properties of each
category. In the same time, our modeling method is not meant for deriving highly
detailed models from microarray data that can be used for accurate simulations.
We rather suggest here a way to understand better the observed data in simple
terms, that can aid in further efforts of building accurate complex models for the
phenomena under studies.
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